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Learning Objectives

D fi id i lDefine epidemiology
Describe the main use ofDescribe the main use of 
epidemiology
Place epidemiology in public health 
contextcontext



We will discussWe will discuss…
What is epidemiology?

What can epidemiology do forWhat can epidemiology do for 
me?

How does epidemiology 
function?function?

Why is epidemiology the core 
science of public health?science of public health?



What is epidemiology?at s ep de o ogy



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

The Pontiac Division of General 
Motors received a complaintMotors received a complaint …



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"This is the second time I have written you, 
and I don't blame you for not answering me,and I don t blame you for not answering me, 
because I kind of sounded crazy, but it is a 
fact that we have a tradition in our family offact that we have a tradition in our family of 
ice cream for dessert after dinner each 
night. g
But the kind of ice cream varies so, every 
night, after we've eaten, the whole familynight, after we ve eaten, the whole family 
votes on which kind of ice cream we 
should have and I drive down to the store 
to get it. 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

" It is also a fact that I recently 
purchased a new Pontiac and since thenpurchased a new Pontiac and since then, 
my trips to the store have created a 
problem. 
You see, every time I buy vanilla iceYou see, every time I buy vanilla ice 
cream, when I start back from the store 
my car will not start If I get any othermy car will not start. If I get any other 
kind of ice cream, the car starts just fine. 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"I want you to know I'm serious about 
thi ti tt h ill itthis question, no matter how silly it 
sounds: 
'What is there about a Pontiac that 
makes it not start when I get vanillamakes it not start when I get vanilla 
ice cream, and easy to start whenever 
I get any other kind?'"



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"The Pontiac President was 
d t d bl k ti l b t thunderstandably skeptical about the 

letter, but sent an engineer to check it 
out anyway.
The latter was surprised to be greetedThe latter was surprised to be greeted 
by a successful, obviously well 
educated man in a fine neighborhood. 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"He had arranged to meet the man 
j t ft di ti th tjust after dinner time, so the two 
hopped into the car and drove to the 
ice cream store. 
It was vanilla ice cream that night andIt was vanilla ice cream that night and, 
sure enough, after they came back to 
the car, it would not start.



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"The engineer returned for three more 
nightsnights. 
The first night, the man got chocolate. 
The car startedThe car started. 
The second night, he got strawberry. 
The car started. 
The third night he ordered vanilla. TheThe third night he ordered vanilla. The 
car failed to start.



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"Was this man's car allergic to vanilla ice 
cream?cream?
The engineer, being a logical man, 
refused to believe that this man's carrefused to believe that this man's car 
was allergic to vanilla ice cream. 
He arranged, therefore, to continue his 
visits for as long as it took to solve the 
problem. 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"And toward this end he began to take 
notes: he jotted down all sorts of datanotes: he jotted down all sorts of data, 
time of day, type of gas used, time to 
d i b k d f th tdrive back and forth, etc.
In a short time, he had a clue: the man tookIn a short time, he had a clue: the man took 
less time to buy vanilla than any other 
flavorflavor. 
Why? 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"The answer was in the layout of the store.
Vanilla being the most popular flavor was in aVanilla, being the most popular flavor, was in a 
separate case at the front of the store for 
quick pickupquick pickup. 
All the other flavors were kept in the back of 
th t t diff t t h it t kthe store at a different counter where it took 
considerably longer to find the flavor and get 

h k d tchecked out.



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

"Now the question for the engineer 
h th ld t t t hwas why the car would not start when 

it took less time. 
Once time became the problem -- not 
the vanilla ice cream the engineerthe vanilla ice cream -- the engineer 
quickly came up with the answer:
vapor lock. 



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

" It was happening every night, but 
th t ti t k t t th ththe extra time taken to get the other 
flavors allowed the engine to cool 
down sufficiently to start. 
When the man got vanilla the engineWhen the man got vanilla, the engine 
was still too hot for the vapor lock to 
dissipate.



Th P ti StThe Pontiac Story

Is seeing always believing?Is seeing always believing?



C i t h diComing to human diseases...

A lot of time what we experienced are 
similar to what happened in Pontiac pp
story.
Human disease has causal andHuman disease has causal and 
preventive factors that can be identified 
through systematic investigationthrough systematic investigation. 
Epidemiology offers means and ways 
for us to conduct systematicfor us to conduct systematic 
investigation.
How?



What Is Epidemiology?

The term “epidemiology” is derived p gy
from the Greek word meaning 
epidemicepidemic.

epi: upon
demo: peopledemo: people
logos: thought



What Is Epidemiology?

The study of the distribution and 
determinants of disease (health-determinants of disease (health
event) frequency in human 

l tipopulation.

John Last



What Is Epidemiology?What Is Epidemiology?

Two fundamental assumptions
Di d t b hDiseases do not occur by change
Disease are not randomly distributed
Disease distribution indicating 
something:identify "something" causes g y g
and factors through systematic 
investigation is the epidemiologists’ jobg p g j



What Is Epidemiology?What Is Epidemiology?

Three key components
Frequency: a prerequisite for any 
systematic investigation of pattern of 
didisease.
Distribution: Who, where, and when to 
describe the pattern.
Determinants: Use the first two to 
test epidemiological hypothesis.



Is Epidemiology the p gy
Application of Statistics?

Epidemiology is a scientific p gy
discipline with roots in biology, logic, 
and philosophy of scienceand philosophy of science.
Statistics is an important tool butStatistics is an important tool but 
not foundation for epidemiology.



What Is Epidemiology?What Is Epidemiology?

A primarily a method of reasoning.
Use a set of ideas (epidemiological 
thinking) to make sense of events g) o a e se se o e e s
occurred in population.
The simplest and most direct method toThe simplest and most direct method to 
study the causes of health events.
Th di ti di i li f bliThe diagnostic discipline of public 
health.



What can What can 
epidemiology do epidemiology do 
for me?for me?



Use of EpidemiologyUse of Epidemiology
E t bli h ti f diEstablish causation of a disease
Genetic factors+environmental factors=disease
Study the natural history of a disease
Health – sub-clinical changes - clinical disease -g
death or recovery
Assess the health status of a population
Health planning and prioritization
Evaluate the impact of interventionEvaluate the impact of intervention
Effective and efficiency of health services



H  d  How does 
id i l  epidemiology 

f ti ?function?



Types of EpidemiologyTypes of Epidemiology

By Method
Descriptive epidemiology
A l i id i lAnalytic epidemiology
By Subject
I f ti di id i lInfectious disease epidemiology
Environmental and occupational epidemiology
Clinical epidemiologyClinical epidemiology
Genetic and molecular epidemiology
Social epidemiologySocial epidemiology
Applied epidemiology
Field epidemiologyField epidemiology
Managerial epidemiology



Descriptive EpidemiologyDescriptive Epidemiology

Person
Who is getting disease?Who is getting disease?

Time
When does disease occur?
Commonly or rarely?Commonly or rarely?

Place
Where are the rate of disease highest and
lowest?



A  E l  f PAn Example of Person
% of Reported P & S Syphilis Cases (1996-98) and 

%of Population by Race Nashville TN% of Population by Race, Nashville, TN
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A  E l  f TiAn Example of Time
Number of Reported P & S Syphilis Cases by Month of Diagnosis, Nashville, TN, 

1996-1997
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A  E l  f PlAn Example of Place
Map



Type of Epidemiological Studies (6 Cs)yp p g ( )

Correlational StudyCorrelational Study
Cross-sectional Studyy
Case Control Study
Cohort Study
Clinical TrialClinical Trial
Community Trialy



流行病学研究方法分类流行病学研究方法分类

临床试验Clinical trial
社区试验Community trial
队列研究Cohort study
病例对照研究Case control study病例对照研究Case-control study
横截面研究Cross-sectional study横截面研究 y
相关性研究Correlational study



Relative Ability of Different Types Relative Ability of Different Types 
of Study to “Prove” Causation

Clinical trial Strong

Community trial
Cohort study
Case control studyCase-control study
Cross-sectional study (Survey)Cross sectional study (Survey)
Correlational study Weak



不同流行病学研究方法证明因果关系的能力不同流行病学研究方法证明因果关系的能力

强

临床试验Clinical trial
强

社区试验Community trial
队列研究Cohort study
病例对照研究Case control study病例对照研究Case-control study
横截面研究Cross-sectional study横截面研究 y
相关性研究Correlational study

弱弱



Why is epidemiology the Why is epidemiology the 
core science of public p

health?



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

Institute of Medicine defines public healthInstitute of Medicine defines public health 
as”organized community efforts aimed at 
the prevention of disease and promotion ofthe prevention of disease and promotion of 
health. It links many disciplines and rest 

th i tifi fupon the scientific core of 
epidemiology.”

Future of Public Health 1988Future of Public Health, 1988



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

Public health, from information 
ti i b t i f tiage perspective, is about information 

transfer.

Public health uses health relatedPublic health uses health related 
information to educate/empower 
community and to organize communitycommunity, and to organize community 
efforts aimed at the prevention of 
di d ti f h lthdisease and promotion of health.



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

Throughout its history, epidemiology has 
id d i f ti b i f d t diprovided an information basis for understanding 

the underlying causes of many diseases and 
h lth ditihealth conditions.

J h S d h l tb k t lJohn Snow and cholera outbreak control
Framingham Heart Study

S ll li i tiSmallpox elimination
AIDS 

S ki d lSmoking and lung cancer



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

John Snow and cholera outbreak control

John Snow is a medical doctor in London, 
England in 19th centuryEngland in 19th century.
In 1854, there was a big cholera outbreak 
in London.  
Within a week in Golden Square nearbyWithin a week, in Golden Square nearby 
the Broad Street, many people died of 
h lcholera. 



It was 
photographed by p g p y
an anonymous 
person some time 
during 1857 when g
Dr. Snow was 44 
years old, one year 
before his death. 
Sources: 

John Snow, 
Photograph, 1857.Photograph, 1857. 
Wellcome 
Historical Medical 
Museum and 
Library, London in 
Gordis L. 
Epidemiology, WB 
Saunders, 
Philadelphia, 1996. 





Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

John Snow and cholera outbreak control

The outbreak really scare people, many 
people begin to move out the areapeople begin to move out the area. 
John Snow tried to find out what was the 
problem.  
What he did?What he did?  



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

John Snow and cholera outbreak control

He was trying to find a pattern.  
Fi t h i d th bidit dFirst,  he reviewed the morbidity and 
mortality data.    
He did find a pattern, sudden increase of 
cases and deathscases and deaths. 



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

John Snow and cholera outbreak control

Then,  he visited epidemic area, talked to 
peoplepeople.  
Several very interesting things come to his 
attention.  
People working in a brew never get sickPeople working in a brew never get sick. 
Someone far from Golden Square drink 
the well water died.  



Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

John Snow and cholera outbreak control

fHe suspect the water from well at the Broad 
Street was the source of outbreak. 
He recommended removing handle of pump, 
the outbreak stopped. 
What John Snow did was to use common sense 
to look at numbers, logic thinking based on , g g
numbers.  Sounds simple, he did save a lot of 
life since cholera at that time was a no-cure 
disease.



Source: The Broad Street Pump, Safe & Sound, Penguin, 1971 in English MP. Victorian Values -- The Life and Times of Dr. 

Edwin Lankester, 1990.









Why is Epidemiology the Core Why is Epidemiology the Core 
Science of Public Health?

Framingham Heart Study

In 1940s, researchers under the direction of National 
Heart Institute (now the National Heart, Lung, and 
Blood Institute) planed the studyBlood Institute) planed the study.
The study conducts a medical history, physical exam, 
lifestyle interview and lab test every two years sincelifestyle interview, and lab test every two years since 
1948.  It is still going on now.
Over 50 years 1 000 articles has been publishedOver 50 years, 1,000 articles has been published, 
identify CVD risk factors now we all know.



Why is Epidemiology the Core y p gy
Science of Public Health?

Smallpox Elimination
Provided theoretical basis for WHO to launch smallpoxProvided theoretical basis for WHO to launch smallpox 
elimination campaign (natural history of smallpox).
Provided planning information re: distribution of casesProvided planning information re: distribution of cases 
and model, mechanism and level of transmission, and 
mapping of outbreaks.pp g
Evaluated control measures.
1967: 10-15 million new cases/2 million deaths, 1978: / ,
no naturally occurring cases.
Saving: million life and 1,500 million USD a year



Why is Epidemiology the Core y p gy
Science of Public Health?

AIDS 

Between Oct. 1980 and May 1981, 5 cases  
of  pnuemocystis carinii pneumonia were 
reported among young, previously healthy, 
homosexual men in Los Angeles. 
This was very unusual because this type of 
pneumonia only in older cancer patients p y p
whose immune system were suppressed.  



Why is Epidemiology the Core y p gy
Science of Public Health?

AIDS 
Similarly in early 1981, a number of KaposiSimilarly in early 1981, a number of Kaposi 
sarcoma were disgonosed in young 
homesexual men.homesexual men. 
Again, this was unusual because this tumor 
previously was only seen exclusively in oldpreviously was only seen exclusively in old 
men and women.



Why is Epidemiology the Core y p gy
Science of Public Health?

AIDS 
Epidemiologists at CDC initiated aEpidemiologists at CDC initiated a 
surveillance system to quantify the 
magnitude of the problem and pattern of themagnitude of the problem and pattern of the 
disease.
Frequency and distribution of AIDS and riskFrequency and distribution of AIDS and risk 
factors of AIDS are identified by 
epidemiological surveillance andepidemiological surveillance and 
investigation. 



Why is Epidemiology the Core y p gy
Science of Public Health?

Smoking and lung cancer

D ll d Hill t t d th t d f kiDoll and Hill started the study of smoking 
and lung cancer in 1950
Which has led a 1964  US surgeon 
general report on smoking and healthgeneral report on smoking and health
Marked the beginning of a series of public 

ffhealth  effort to control smoking.
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Thank YouThank You


